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	Brilliant Presentation What does it take to present with impact, confidence and flair? Brilliant presenting can transform your career. It can save companies, inspire people and make things happen. It's never been so important. Yet most of us try to avoid it at all costs or muddle through somehow, someway. But here's the thing: you're expected to be good at it. Presenting is a core business skill if you want to get on, you need to be good. How do you do it? Hard work, motivation, practice and, your secret weapon, Brilliant Presentation. No matter what your current level is, Brilliant Presentation will help you become a brilliant presenter. Every aspect of presenting is covered from dealing with nerves through to the mysterious art of presentation performance. Packed full of anecdotes from the most accomplished presenters around, you'll find all the tools, tips and encouragement you need to make a sensation at presentations.Brilliant outcomes: Learn the five levels of presentation mastery Discover how to make your presentation powerful, colourful and memorable Always feel confident and inspired to give it your very best shot 'Hall combines a tool-kit, critical pointers and presentation anecdotes from stars in this excellent book. Advice includes boosting self-confidence by proclaiming I feel totally shameless today. Rock on!' Management Today voted the book the best of its kind'
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Smashing Mobile Web Development (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Developers, here's what you need to migrate your skills to mobile


	If you're a devoted reader of Smashing Magazine, you know that all development roads now lead to mobile, so desktop-browser-based web developers need to get up to speed and soon. Start migrating your abilities to mobile with this terrific book. It...
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Encyclopedia of E-commerce, E-government and Mobile CommerceIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The Encyclopedia of E-Commerce, E-Government, and Mobile Commerce provides the most inclusive and up-to-date coverage of the e-technologies field. This two-volume encyclopedia includes quality contributions highlighting current concepts, trends, challenges, applications, and dot-com experiences in the field of e-commerce, e-government, and mobile...
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Darwin's Lost World: The Hidden History of Animal LifeOxford University Press, 2009
Some 150 years ago, in 1859, Charles Darwin was greatly puzzled by a seeming absence of animal fossils in rocks older than the Cambrian period. He drew attention to a veritable Lost World that was later found to have spanned more than eighty per cent of Earth history. This book tells the story of his lost world, and of the quest to rescue its...
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Frommer's Maui 2012 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2011
	
		Opinionated: No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Based on a detailed personal inspection, our author covers lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos, and much, much more. Our dining reviews are simply the best in the business, whether you crave cutting-edge Asian-fusion...
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Cardiac Repolarization (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2003

	There are a number of excellent books on molecular biology, single-channel electrophysiology,

	animal experimentation, and clinical electrophysiology. However, the past

	decade has seen an explosion of knowledge and radical changes in our understanding of

	ventricular repolarization as an integral part of the cardiac electrophysiologic...
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Python GUI Programming with Tkinter: Develop responsive and powerful GUI applications with TkinterPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to create visually stunning and feature-rich applications by empowering Python's built-in Tkinter GUI toolkit

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Tkinter's powerful features to easily design and customize your GUI application
	
			Learn the basics of 2D and 3D animation...
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